Abstract. We study the relation among the genus 0 Gromov-Witten theories of the three spaces X ← Z ← Y , where X = [C 2 /Z 3 ], Z is obtained by a weighted blowup at the stacky point of X , and Y is the crepant resolution of the A 2 singularity. We formulate and verify a statement similar to the Crepant Resolution Conjecture of Bryan and Graber.
Introduction
The Crepant Resolution Conjecture (CRC), losely stating that a Gorenstein orbifold X and a crepant resolution Y have "equivalent" Gromov-Witten theories, has been at the center of attention in the past few years.
This conjecture was originally formulated in physics by Zaslow and Vafa [Zas93, Vaf89] , and imported to mathematics by Ruan. Bryan and Graber ([BGP08] ) proposed an elegant formulation, that however holds under the technical assumption of X being hard Lefschetz (see [BGP08,  page 2]). Subsequent work of Coates, Corti, Iritani and Tseng ( [CCITb, CCITa] ) gave rise to a more general statement (well written in [CR] ) in terms of Givental formalism. Several instances of this conjecture have been verified, and a proof of the conjecture for all toric orbifolds was recently announced by Iritani. We analyze in detail the first non-trivial example of this situation. For the hard Lefschetz orbifold X = [C 2 /Z 3 ], with coarse moduli space the A 2 surface singularity, the CRC is proven in the strongest possible form in [BGP] : a linear change of variable between the cohomologies and specialization after analytic continuation of the quantum parameters match the Gromov-Witten potentials.
A weighted blowup at the origin of X = [C 2 /Z 3 ] produces the total space of the canonical bundle of a weighted projective line with weights 1 and 2, which we denote by Z.
Results
( The potential is computed using Atyiah-Bott localization to reduce to hyperelliptic Hodge integral computations from [Cav06] . By imposing the preservation of the Poincare' pairing we produce the change of variables relating the potentials of Y and Z. The extended potential (introduced in [BGP08, Section 2.2]) is used to invert such transformation. The last side of the triangle is then obtained by composition.
Background
In this section we recall the extended Gromov-Witten potential and the Bryan-Graber statement of the CRC. We follow the general notation introduced in [BGP08] , and specifically the notation in [BGP, Section 1.1], for the potentials of [C 2 /Z 3 ] and its resolution.
For an orbifold X , an element β of the orbifold Neron-Severi group NS 1 (X ) consists of a curve class β = r 1 β i C i in X and a collection of integers {β 1 , . . . ,β s }, one for each age one component of the inertia stack of X . The class β is called effective if the curve is effective and the integers are non-negative. For an effective class β the moduli space M g,n (X , β) is parametrizing genus g twisted stable maps to X with degree β, n ordered marked points andβ i unordered twisted points mapping to the i-th component of the inertia stack. The extended potential is defined:
If δ 1 , . . . , δ s are a basis for the age one twisted sectors, then:
i.e. the extended potential is related to the ordinary potential by; There exists a graded linear isomorphism
and roots of unity c 1 , . . . , c s such that the following conditions hold.
(1) The inverse of L extends the map π * : 
We propose a slightly extended version of this statement that we wish to call the Partial Crepant Resolution Conjecture (PCRC). This differs from the above statement in only two ways:
(1) We don't require π to be a resolution. We wish to apply the statement to any crepant map of Gorenstein orbifolds π : Z → X . (2) We conjecture the need for roots of unityc 1 , . . . ,c r such that the non-special quantum parameters q i are specialized toc i q i in order to match the potentials.
where Z 3 acts by opposite weights and Y the crepant resolution of the coarse moduli space C 2 /Z 3 . In [BGP] , Bryan, Graber and Pandharipande give a closed form expression for the equivariant genus 0 Gromov-Witten potential of X (Theorem 1.2), of Y (Theorem 1.1), and verify the CRC for this pair (Theorem 1.3).
In particular, they exhibit an explicit change of variables that identifies the potentials. Here we tweak this change of variable to the extended potential case:
2. The Potential 2.1. Set-up and Notation. Our main computational technique is virtual localization, for which we refer to [GP99] , and moduli spaces of admissible covers, for which we refer to [Cav08] . Let Z be the weighted blow-up of the origin in C 2 /Z 3 with weights one and two. We consider Z with the induced orbifold structure. A detailed explanation how this is done in general is in [Ker08] . The stack Z is isomorphic to a local P(1, 2): the total space of the canonical line bundle on the weighted projective line. Let us fix some notations. Let x 0 and x 1 be homogeneous coordinates on P(1, 2) so that
denote the pseudo-coordinate on the chart around 0, isomorphic to
be the coordinate on the chart around ∞, isomorphic to C. We have the relation
The only stacky point of Z is at X 0 = 0 and it has stabilizer group Z 2 . When we consider moduli spaces of twisted stable maps to Z, the only possible non-trivial stabilizer at points on the source curves is Z 2 . Therefore from now on, by "stacky point" we mean a point with a Z 2 stabilizer.
We call O P(1,2) (1/2) the positive generator of PicP(1, 2) ∼ = Z. We denote by 1 and H the fundamental class and the class of a point in the untwisted sector of Z, by S the fundamental class of the twisted sector. We note that H and S span H 2 CR (Z). The dual variables to 1, H, S are denoted z 0 , z 1 , z 2 .
By M 0,n 1 ,n 2 (X, β) we denote the components of M 0,n 1 +n 2 (X, β) on which n 2 of the evaluation maps go the twisted sector, that is twisted stable maps with n 1 + n 2 marked points, n 2 of which are stacky.
The torus action T = C * × C * on C 2 with weights (t 1 , t 2 ) induces a natural action on Z. The fixed points for the T action on Z are 0 and ∞. The weights on the base and fiber directions are:
The most interesting degree zero invariants are given by n-stacky insertions. Since the insertions are stacky the corresponding components of the moduli space parametrize maps that contract the curve to 0. By monodromy considerations (or orbifold RiemannRoch) the number of insertions n must be even (and in particular n ≥ 4). The invariants are computed by an integral over the component of M 0,n (BZ 2 ) where all the evaluation maps go to the twisted sector, which we identify with the moduli space of admissible hyperelliptic covers of a rational curve (here n = 2g + 2):
The obstruction bundle on admissible covers is obtained by pull-pushing the normal bundle to 0 (isomorphic to two copies of the non-trivial bundle L on BZ 2 , linearized with weights 3t 1 2 and t 2 − t 1 2 ) via the universal map and universal curve for M 0,n (BZ 2 ). The bundle R 1 π * f * L is isomorphic to the dual of the Hodge bundle pulled back from the natural forgetful morphism Adm g 2 →0,(t 1 ,...,t 2g+2 ) → M g . We conclude that
weight over 0 weight over
+1/2 0 Table 1 . Weights of the lifting of the torus action.
These integrals have been computed in [FP00, Corollary 2] or [BCT08] . If we denote this contribution to the potential by G, then the first non-zero coefficient is in degree 4 and:
2.3. Positive degree. Let E ∼ = P(1, 2) be the zero section in Z. The image of any nonconstant map must lie in E and so we have that
With this identification we have that:
gives the relation
Hence we can express invariants as:
The advantage of this reduction is that now we are in the local Calabi-Yau case. Because of the divisor equation it is enough to compute the invariants S n d , given by the integral:
Consider an auxiliary C * action on P(1, 2), inherited from the standard action on the coarse moduli space. In homogeneous coordinates:
The tangent bundle is canonically linearized with weights 1/2 over 0 and −1 over ∞. Table  1 shows the choice of the lifting of the action to the bundles O P(1,2) (−1) and O P(1,2) (−1/2) that we make in order to eliminate many fixed loci.
A fixed map for the torus action consists of a collection of genus zero (orbi-)curves mapping of positive degree to P(1, 2) and fully ramified over 0 and ∞, attached to other genus zero curves contracting to the two fixed points. The marked points must lie on curves contracted over 0. Our choice of weights forces the possibly contributing localization graphs to have valence one over both 0 and ∞. The only fixed locus that survives parametrizes maps f : C −→ P(1, 2), where C has two components F and C. The curve F carries all the marked points and it is contracted over zero while f |C is a degree d map fully ramified over 0 and ∞.
2.4. Odd degree. When the degree is odd the node is stacky. Since we must have an even number of stacky points on C, we can only have invariants with an odd number of insertions. The non-contracting curve C is again a weighted projective line with weights one and two. If we choose local coordinates Y 0 and Y 1 the map is given by f
. We describe the localization contribution following [ 
. With our choice of lifting of weights we obtain:
Similarly
. The product of weights is:
vertex terms:: pulling back the bundles to the contracted component we obtain a trivial bundle on the contracted curve. But the action of Z 2 on the fiber of the bundle f * O(−1) is trivial, whereas on the other two bundles it is not. After pull-pushing, we obtain two copies of the dual of the Hodge bundle on the genus g hyperelliptic cover corresponding to the map f |E , linearized with the appropriate weights. The contribution is therefore the equivariant euler class of
where the equality follows from Mumford's relation ( [Mum83] ). flag terms:: in this case there is no flag contribution since we are pulling back the non-trivial line bundle L on BZ 2 via a map with a twisted point. automorphisms and node smoothing:: for the automorphism of the curve we have a term corresponding to moving the vertex over ∞. Together with the node smoothing contribution we obtain:
Putting everything together we obtain:
(1)
The integral is just the hyperelliptic Hurwitz number with value 1 2
for any g, and hence we have:
Remark: the g = 0 term in formula (2) corresponds to the invariant with only one stacky insertion, and therefore no contracted curve F .
2.5. Even degree. In this case F and C are connected by a non-stacky node, and C is a smooth rational curve. If we choose local coordinates Z 0 and Z 1 the map on C is given by f
edge terms:: we have the weights of the H 1 's at the numerator, and of the H 0 's at the denominator. With our choice of lifting of weights we obtain:
Similarly for
) the contribution is:
vertex terms:: pulling back the bundles to the contracted component we obtain a trivial bundle on the contracted curve. But the action of Z 2 on the fiber of the bundle f * O(−1) is trivial, whereas on the other two bundles it is not. After pull-pushing, we obtain two copies of the dual of the Hodge bundle on the genus g hyperelliptic cover corresponding to the map f |E , linearized with the appropriate weights. The contribution is again:
) ⊕ E ∨ (− This clears up the term (4) and completes the matching for the degree 0 invariants of Z.
Plugging (3) into the remaining two summations we obtain:
